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lntroduction 

Robot hands with three point-like fingers (as we often picture them) are unable to 
get a steady hold on any 3-dimensional body K. Indeed, suppose that the positions 

of the fmgers are the points p 1, p2, p 3 in thc boundary of K,() K. Then, any half-line (of 

which there are plenty) contained in K-supporting half-spaccs through p1, p 2, p3 defines 

an escape direction for K. 
Tf we lend a fourth finger to our robot hand, it is possible to choose 

p 0, p 1, p 2, p 3 E iJK so that K is unable to move by a simple translation. For example, it 
is sufficient to ask that each p¡ has a unique K-supporting plane and that the four 
K-supporting half-spaces intersect in a tetrahedron. However, K will still be able to 
wigglc a bit unlcss the points are choscn with extreme care: 

Namely (and generically speaking), we will prove that a necessary conditionfor 
four points Po, ... , p3 E aK to immobilize K is thClt the nonnal lines to K at 
Po , ... , p3 be long to one ruling of a quadratic suiface. And furthennore, that if K is 
a tetrahedron and the points lie in the interior of its faces, this condition is also 
sufficient. 

Tmmobilization questions come from robotics, especial! y from grasping problems 
[5], [6]. In [1], a curvature criterion was established to decide when three points 
immobilize aplane figure. This curvature criterion proves that three points suffice to 
immobilize any convex figure, other than a disk, whose boundary has continuous 
curvature, and also that three points in the interior of the three sides of a triangle 
immobilize it if, and only if the three nonnallines are concurrent (see also [2]). 

l. Statement ofthe Main Result 

First of all, we make the "immobilization" notion, which has been used intuitively 
above, precise. To fix ideas, we shall restrict ourselves to convex bodies in !RJ, al
though the generalizations are quite clear. 

Let E be the Lie Group of orientation preserving Isometries of Euclidian Space 
[R3, Given two sets X, Y e !R3, define the ~-motions of X in Yto be 

'& (X,Y) = {g E '& 1 g(X) e Y}, 

considered as a subspace of~. 
Let K e IR3 be a compact convex body. Denote by Int K the interior of K, (which 

is non-empty); and by O K its "outside", that is, OK =IR- Int K, so that K n (JK = aK. 
Definition. Given Pe OK, we say that P immohilizes K if the identity map id E 

'if: is an isolated point component of ~ (P, OK). 
Our main interest is the case when P consists of a finite set of points. In the 
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introduction we talked about moving K away from P. But clearly it is equivalent, via 
the inverse map of ~. to think of moving P outside of K. And ifthis is impossible to 
do continuously, we can say, by intuition, that K is irrunobilized by P. Observe that if 
K has a non-discrete group of symmetries then it is not irrunobiJized by anything at all. 

Lemma 1. Let K be a convex body, and let p 1 , ••• , Pn be points in aK. Suppose that 
there exist K-supporting half-spaces H¡ through p¡, i = 1 , ... , n, such that H = í'l~ H¡ 
is not compact, then p 1 , ••• , Pn dot not immobilize K. 

Proof. We ha ve that for each i = 1 , ... , n, H¡. is a closed half-space which contains 
K, and with p¡. in its boundary plane, so that K e í'l~ H¡. If H is not compact, we can 
clearly find a direction A e [R.3, A~ O, such that (H + t 'A.) eH for all t ~O. But then 
p¡- t A E OH e ()K for all t ~O . Therefore, thc translation by -t /.., t ~O is in%, ()K) 
and the indentity (t =O) is notan isolated point. 

This simple result leads naturally to study the frrst non-trivial case which is the 
irrunobilization of a tetrahedron by four points in the interior of its faces. This will takc 
up the main body of the paper, and only in the last section shall we come back to the 
general case of a convex body. 

To state our main result another definition is needed. 

Definition. Four non coplanar lines in !R3 are said to be semiconcurrent if whenever 
another line is non-skew (i.e., concurrent or parallel) to three of them, it is also 
non-skew to the fourth one. 

Theorem 1. Let T be a tetrahedron, and let p0 , ... , p 3 be interior points in its four 
faces. Then, Po, ... , p3 immobilize T if and only if the normal lines to T at 
Po , ... , p 3 are semiconcurrent. 

A version of this theorem, with an algebraic condition which we call quadratic 
dependence, is split in two in Section 2. The frrst half is proven using the energy 
function associated to the system, and an altemative topological proof is outlined. To 
prove the second half, one is led to study a quadratic form found in Section 3. This 
study leads to the definition of mondriga matrices and to a conjecture about their 
spectral radius, which is proven in our case of interest. In Section 4 we prove the 
equivalence of semiconcurrencc and quadric dependence using quadric surfaces. 
Finally, in Section 5, we retum briefly to the general case of a convex body. 

2. The Energy Function 

Throughout this section, T will be a fixed tetrahedron in !R3, and Po , ... , p3 will be 
interior points on its four faces. Let P = {p0 , ••• , p3 }. 

Letn0 , ..• , n3, respectively, beoutward normals tothe faces ofT, so that the four 
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lines that Theorem 1 talks about are precisely .C1 = {p1 + tn1 1 tE [R }. Since T is a 
tetrahedron we have that any three of the n1 's are linear/y independent. And further
morc, since they point out of T, we have that for sorne strictly positive <lo, ... , a 3, 

~ a 1n; =O. We might as wcll include these positive factors in our choice of outward 
norrnals and assume, with no loss of generality, that 

(1) 

1=0 

This fixes n0 , ... , n 1 up to a conunon positive factor, and to pin them down precise! y, 

we can ask ~ 1 n, 1 = l. Now T is described by 

T={xe ~31 (x-p¡)·n,,; 0}), (2) 

where, by convention, subindices run from O to 3 unless otherwise specified. And 
our assumption that the points are interior to thcir face can now be given as twelve 
inequalities: 

(3) 

Let us define the extended energy function E : 't; ~ IR by 

3 

E (g) = L (g(p¡)- p¡) · n,. 
i=O 

Lemma 2. The extended energy function is invariant under translations. 

Proof. lndeed, for any A. E ~3 and using ( 1) 

3 

E (g +A.)= L ((g (p,) +A.)- p,) · n, 
i=O 

3 3 

i=O l=O 

This motivates the definition of the (plain) energy functions as the map 
E: S0(3) --> ~ given by 
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3 (4) 
E (g) ~ L (g(p,)- p,) · n, 

i=O 

Where recall that S0(3) is the subgroup of '& that f.ixes the origins, so that E is 
simply the restriction ofE to S0(3). 

Proposition 1. The points p0 , ... , p3 immohilize T if and only if the energy function 
E has an isolated maximum at id E SO (3). 

Proof. (Of the "if" side.) 

Since every p¡ lies in the interior of its face, see (3), then the following set is clearly 
an open neighborhood of id in ~ 

U~{g E e& 1 (g(p1) -p) · nj < O, for all i >'j} 

Clairn 1: lf g E U n \1: (P, O 7) then E (g) <: O. 
If g E U is also in~ (P, O T), we must have that (g (p¡)- p¡) · n¡;:: O (otherwise 

g (p¡) would be in Int T, see (2), by thc definition of U). Thus, E (g) is a non-negativc 
sum, thereby proving the claim. 
Clairn 2: lf g E U n \1: (P, (1 7) is a translation then g ~id. 

Supposeg E Uis ofthe formg (x) ~ x+ A, withA. E H;l3 andA.;< O. Sinceany three 
of the n; 's are linearly independent, thcn 'A· n¡ ::¡:.O for sorne i. Then, since 

I:~ 'A · n1 = /... · ~ n¡ =O, we also have that for sorne i, which we now fix, A· n¡ < O. But 

then, (g (p¡)- p) · nj < O for allj which implies that g (p¡) E Int T, and therefore that 

g ,; \1: (P, O 7), which proves the claim. 
Suppose now that id is an isolated maximum of E. Take g E '& (P, O T). We must 

prove that if g is close enough to id, then g = id. 
Let V be an open neighborhood of id in S0(3), for which E< O except at id. We 

may assume that V e U. 
Por sorne A, E H;l3, namely A,~ g (0), we have that (g- A.) E SO (3). Then, taking 

"close enough" to mean that (g- A) E V, Claim 1 and the hypothesis implies that 
(g- A)= id. From this, we conclude that g is the translation by A. So that, adding to 
"close enough" that translation by A= g (O) is also in U, Claim 2 completes the proof. 

Lemma 3. For each g e ~. there exists a unique A.g E IR3, depending continuously 
on g, for which: 

((g(p¡) +A.,)- p,) · n, ~O, for i ~ 1, 2, 3. 
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Proof. Since n1, n2, n3 are linearly independent, thc lcmma follows because the linear 
system 

'/.. · n1 = (p,- g(p¡)) · n1 i = 1, 2, 3 

has a unique solution for A, which cJearly depends continuously on g. 

Proof. (Completion ofProposition 1). 

Suppose W e U is an open neighborhood of id in~. for W n~ (P, O 1) = {id}. 
Observe that, by the continuity of A.

8 
in Lemma 3, we have that 

is still an open neighborhood of id E ~. 

Now, pick any g E W ,-.,SO (3), g ;t id. Since g + '/..
8 

E \! (P, O 1), we must have 
that (g (p1) + '1.

8
) E Int T for sorne i E {O , ... , 3}. But since (g + '!.,) leaves all but 

Po in oT (by Lemma 3), we must ha ve that (g (p0) + '/..
8

) E lot T. This implies in particular 
that ((g ( p 0) + A.8 ) -p0) · n0 <O. Therefore, using Lernmas 2 and 3, and the defmition 
of E, we obtain 

Which proves that id is an isolated maximum of E. 
Now, we fmd an explicit expression for the energy function E. It is cJassically 

known that SO (3) can be locally parametrizcd by tR3, assigning to each vector the 
positive rotation along the oriented axis it defines by an angle proportional to its 
magnitude. It will be ea~ier to work this out in polar coordinates. 

Given u e S2 (that is, u e IR. with 1 u 1 = 1), it is easy to see that the rotation along 
u by an angle t is the map 8-o,t : IR.3 ---t lffi3 given by 

Eu., (x) = cos t (x- (u · x) u)+ sin t (u x x) +(u · x) u (5) 

where u x x is the standard Cross Product. Observe also that this defmition extends 
to non-positive t, (8-o, -r = 8-u)• and that K-o, 0 =id for any u. With (u, t) a~ polar 
coordinates of IR.3, this is the standard local diffeomorphism (for t < 1t) into an open 
neighborhood of id in SO (3). Now, substituting (5) in the energy function (4), and 
regrouping appropriately we obtain 
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,,, 
E (u, t) = E (gv, ,) 

3 

= L [(1- cos t) ((u· p1) (u· n,)- (p, · n,)) +sin t (u xp,) · n1]. 

i=O 

Define a quadratic form Q : [R3 ~ IR, by 

3 

Q (u)= L (u· p,) (u· n,), 
i=O 

so that, using that (U X p) · n = (p x n) · u, we can wrile: 

E(u, t)= (l-eos t) (Q (u)-~p1 • n,)+sin ~[~p,xn} u 

Theorem 2. lf!:ó p1 x n¡ "#-O then p0 , ••• , p3 do not immobilize T. 

(6) 

(7) 

Proof. Fix any u e S2 such that (.Lfi p1 x n1) • u> O (we have a whole halfsphere of 
them). Tbe map a (t) =E (u, t) has a positive derivate atO. Indeed differentiating (7) 
with respect to t, we obtain a' (O)= (LnPi X n1) ·u> O. Then a (t) >O for small t >O, 
and a (t) does not have a maximum at t =O. Therefore, id is not a maximum of E, 
and the theorem follows from Proposition 1. 

Observe that the proof te lis us a little more. If (~ p1 X n1) • u > O then, correcting 
with suitable translations as in Lemma 3, small positive rotations along u, leave 
p 0 , •.. , p 3 outside of T. 

Tbeorem 3. If"'LóP; x n¡ =O then Po, . .. , p 3 immobilize T. 

Proof. In this case, equation (7) collapses to the first summand. Its first factor 
(1- cos t) is positive for smaH t exccpt at t =O. Thus, E has an isolated maximum at 
id if and only if (Q (U) -l:~ p1 • n1) is strictly negative for all u E Sl. This is proveo in 
Theorem 4 at the end of Section 3, which is dedicated to the study of the quadratic 
forro Q. Therefore, frorn Proposition 1 and Theorem 4, this Theorem follows. 

Remark. The hypothesis of the previous two Theorems depend only on the normal 
lines f; = {p, + tn¡ 1 tE [R.} , and not on their parametrization. 

Indeed, let us call four lines fo , ... 'e 3 directionally independent if any three of 
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their direcüonal vectors are linearly independent, (a"> in our case of intcrcst). In this 
case, we can clearly find direcüonal vcctors n0 , , , . , n3 such that !:~ n; =O, and two 
choices of such iliffer by a common non-zero constant factor. So that !:~ P¡ X n¡ being 
null or not is independent of thc choice. It is also independent of the points P; bccausc 
(p¡ + tn¡) x n¡ ""'P¡ x n¡. This proves the following be consistent. 

Detinition. Four directiona11y independent lines f 0 , ••. , C3 are said to be quadrati
cally independent, if whenever we choose directional vectors n0 , ... , n3 such that 
1:¡j n¡ =O, then ~ p¡ X n¡ ;¡t:. O for P; E €¡. Otherwise they are quadratically dependen!. 

2.1. Alternalive Topological Approach 

We will briefly outline an altemative proof of Theorem 2, which gives sorne insight 
into the immobi1ization problcm. 

Let I1 ¡be plane through p¡ normal n¡, (onc of the extended faces of T). Consider 
the manifold M¡=% (p¡ II¡) e "6. Since <¡gis 6-dimensional, and M¡ is dctined by the 
single equation g (p¡) · n¡ = p

1 
• n¡, then M¡ is a S-dimensional manifold pa<.;sing through 

id. It divides 'l: into those motions that send p¡ outwards of T, and the ones which (at 
least close to id) send P; to the interior uf T. Taking the natural coordinates in the Lie 
Algebra of %, one can compute that a normal vector to M¡ al id is precisely 
(p¡ x n¡,n¡) E IR3 x [R3, where the first factor is tangent to pure rotations (SO (3)) and 
the second to translations. 

Now, our assumptions on the n¡ 's easily imply that the normal vectors to 
M 0 , •• . , M3 at id are linearly independent if and only if ~Pi x n¡ t:- O. Thus, in this 
case, we ha ve a transversal intersection and may conclude that n~ M1 is a 2~dimensional 
smooth manifold in a neighborhood of the identity. Therefore we havc found a 
2-manifold of motions which keep cach point p¡ in its corresponding face, and T is not 
imrnobilized. 

From this point of vicw, it is remarkable that when the intersection is not 
transversal it collapses to dimensionO, as we still have to prove. 

3. The Quadratic Form Q (u) 

In this section we shall consider a system of four pointed directionally independent 
lines (p, E e,), (p, E C,), (p, E e,), (p, E f,) in H<l'. 

To such a systern, a~ in (6) above, we associate the quadratic form Q: ~3 ~ IR 
given by 

3 (8) 
Q (u)~ L (p, ·u) (n, ·u), 

o 
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where n¡ is a directional vector of ei satisfying ~ni= O . 
The quadratic form Q (u) is defined up toa non-zero constant factor because so 

is the set n0 , ... , n3 . But it can be reduced to a sign ambiguity by requiring 
L3 1 ni 1 = 1 . And furthermore, if the systcm is non-degenerate (i.e., if the planes II, 
through Pi• orthogonal to (, i =O , ... , 3, define a non-degenerate tetrahedron T), the 
directional vectors n¡, can be chosen to point out of T, so that Q depends only on the 
systems of pointed lines. When the system is degeneratc, that is, when the planes II, 
meet in a point, the sign ambiguity cannot be removed. 

Note that the quadratic form Q (u) only depends on the pointed lines and not on 
where we put the origin (if we replace p1 by p¡ + q, Q remains invarianl). 

The purpose ofthis section is to prove that ifthe lines €0 , ..• , f 3 are quadratically 
dependent, then: 

a) the quadratic form Q (u)hao; zero asan cigenvalue if and only ifthe four points 
Po , ... , p 3 lie on a plane, and 

b) ifthe system is non-degcnerate and the points p0 , ••• , p 3 lie on the interior of 
the faces of the tetrahedron T, then the spectral radius of Q (u)is smaller than the trace 
of Q (u). 

l..emma 4. lf the lines C0 , . .. , €3 are quadratically dependent, then the eigen
values ofQ (u) correspond to the eigenvalues ofthe matrix 

Proof. Let A be the matrix associated to Q (u). To compute A, we may assume 
that Po is the origin. W e start by proving that: 

where n¡ = (T]¡. U¡, ~). P¡ = (x¡. y¡. Z¡), and 

First note that 

l
X¡ 

P= x2 

x, 

and since ~Pi x n¡ =O, then wc obtain the following equalities 

(9) 
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3 3 

L Jl;Y¡ = L V¡Z¡' 

1 1 

3 3 

L Tl;Z¡ = L Jl¡X¡. 

3 3 

L,v;x; = LlltYt· 

On the other hand, with u = (x, y, z), we ha ve 

3 3 

Q (u)= L (p, ·u) (n, ·u)= L (TJ¡ x +V1y + J.l¡ z) (x1x + y1y + z, z) = 
o 

(i TJ,x,l x' + (i v,y,l Y 2 + (i J.l,z,l z' + 
\1 ) \1 ) \1 ) 

(lO) 

( 3 3 1 (' 3 1 (3 3 1 
L l'l¡Y; + L V¡x¡ 1 xy + I,. T\1 Z1 + I,. Jl1x1 1 xz + L V1Z¡ + L Jl1Y1 1 yz. 

\1 1 ) \1 1 ) \1 1 ) 
Thus, using ( 1 0), we obtain that 

Therefore, 

~~ 11; Y¡ 

L1 V¡ Yi 
LJ J.l, y, 

Now, it is easy to see that the characteristic polynomial of A= NT ·Pis equal to the 
characteristic polynomial of B = P · NT. Therefore they have the same eigenvalues. 

We are now in a position to prove (a). Since the lines .f0 , ••• , .f3 are directionally 
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independent, then the vectors n1, n2, n3 are linearly independent and hence det N#. O. 
Therefore, by the proof of Lemma 4, det A= O if and only if the vectors p¡-p0 lie on 
aplane. 

3.1. Mondriga Matrices 

From our geometric motivations, and in view uf the preceding lemma, thc following 
class ofmatrices ariscs naturally (compare with the proof ofTbeorem 4 be1ow). 

Definition. An n X n matrix A= (a¡) is callcd mondriga if it satisfies the following 
three conditions: 

i) a¡¡ > O, for every 1 ~ i ~ n, 
"") ' 1 ~ .. < d . . 11 a0 < aii• tOrevery ~ 1,) _ n an l t:¡, 

iii) D¡l"' 1 aij > O, for every 1 ::;. j ::;, n . 
Furthermore, A= (a¡) is called semimondriga if its satistics properties (i), (ii) and 
(iíi) with inequalities instead of strict inequalities. 

Conjecture 1. Let A be an n X n mondriga matrix. Then 

p(A)< tr(A) 

where the spectral radius, p (A), of A is the maximum of the nonns of all the 
eigenvalues of A and tr (A) is the trace of A. Furthennore, p (A) :::;; tr (A), when A is 
semimondriga. 

If a11 ;:: O, for every 1 ~ i,j ~ n, then the conjecture is true because, by the 

Gersgorin Theorem [see Hom and Johnson, 1985 (6.1.1)], given any eigenvalue A of 

A there is 1 :> i ,; n such that a¡¡- (:!:1,; 1 a11 1) :> 1 1,. 1 ,; a¡¡+ (:!:1,; 1 a;1 1 ). And 

hence, because of (ii), 1 ),. 1 < tr (A)(or 1 1,. 1 ,; tr (A), when A is semimondriga. 
For n = 2, the Conjecture is easily seen to be true. Next, we will prove it for 

n = 3 and when all the eigenvalues of A are real. 

Lemma 5. Let A;::; (a¡i) be a mondriga 3 X 3 matrix with real eigenvalues. 

Then 

p (A)< tr (A) 

Furthennore, p (A)~ tr (A), when A is semimorulriga. 

10 
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Proof. Suppose A is mondriga. Let t = a 1 1 + a1 2 + a3 3 be the trace of A and let 
B =ti- A, where 1 is the identity matrix. It will be enough to prove that the eigen
values of B are greater than equal to zero. For that purpose, let p (!. .. ) be the charac
teristic polynomial of B. Since the leading coefficient of p (lv) is -1, it will be 
sufficient to show that p (O) >O, p' (O) < O and p" (O) > O. 

Evaluatingp (lv), (and in reverse order as above), we have to prove the following 
threc inequalities (where h; = t- a;). 

when 

O < a 11 , an, a 33 

a12, an < all 

az¡, a23 < an 

UJJ, a32 < U33 

O < an + a21 + a31 

O< au+an+a31 
O< an+az3+a33 

Inequality (11) follows iuuuediate1y from (14). 

(11) 

(12) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

By (15) and (16), -h1 =-(a22 +a33) < a11 < a11 , and -h2 =-(a33 +a11 ) 

< a21 < a21• Then using (14) and that a11 a22 < h1 b2, we may conclude that 
a11 a21 < b 1 b1• Similarly,a23 a32 < b2 b3 anda31 a33 < b3 b1• Therefore (12) follows. 

The proof ends expressing the right hand side of (13) as a sum ofpositive tenns: 

[(azz- Uzt) (a¡z + a22 + a32) + (a33- a31) (a13 + a2..1 + a33)] all + 

+ [(a33- a3:i) (a 13 + a23 + a33) + (a11 - ad (a u+ Uzt + a3¡)] an + 

+ [(au- a13) (a11 + a21 + a:H) + (an- a23) (a11 + an + a32)] a33 + 
+ (azz- az¡) (a33- UJz) (an -a u) + (a33- a3¡) (a1¡ - a12) (a21 - a23) 

11 
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We must thank. Eduardo Dueñas for this factorization. For semimondriga matrices 
the proof is completely analogous. 

The following, used in Section 2 prove Thcorem 3, restates (b). 

Theorem 4. Let T be a tetrahedron; p0 , ... , p3 four points in the interior of each 
face of T; n0 , •.. , n3, respective/y, outer nonnal vectors to these faces, such that 
~ n¡ =O, and C1 the line through the point p1 parallel ton¡, i =O, ... , 3. Suppose 
that C0 , ••• , f 3 are quadratically dependent. Then, for every unit vector U E S2 

3 3 

Proof. We may assume that p 0 =O. By Lernma 4, the eigenvalues of the quadratic 
form Q (u) are the eigenvalues of the matrix B = (b1), where b11 = p1 ·ni, for every 
1 ::;; i j ::;; 3. Since the points p1 are in the interior of their corresponding faces, we 
have that P¡ · n1 < p1 · n1 for every O ~ i,j ~ 3, i;tj. These twelve inequalities, 
together with the fact that p0 ;;;:: O and n0 = n0 = -n1 -n2 -n3 are precise1y the condi
tions for B to be a mondriga matrix. Furthermore, by Lenuna 4, B has only real 
eigenvalues, corresponding to those of Q (u). Therefore, Lemma 5 implies that the 
three eigenvalues of Q (u) are smaller than the trace of B, namely :EOP¡ · n¡, which is 
also the trace of Q (u). Consequently, since the maximum of Q in S2 is obtained atan 
eigenvector and is an eigenvalue, we have that for every ue SZ, Q (u) < ~Pi· n1 

4. Quadric Suifaces and Semiconcu"ence 

In this section we give the geometric interpretation of quadratic dependence. 

Proposition 2. Letf0 , .. • , f 3 befour directionally independent lines in IKP. 
"Then, the following are equivalent:" 
a) fo •... ' e3 are quadratically dependent 
b) f 0 , ... , f 3 are semiconcurrent 
e) C0 , .. . , f 3 satisfy either ofthefollowing: 

• they are concurrent 
• they meet in pairs and the planes these pairs generate meet in the Une through 

the intersection points 
• they belong to one ruling of a quadratic suiface 

Proof. The proof requires the following fact, which is a simple exercise: 

two lines {p + tn} and {q + tm} are non-skew if 
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(p X n) ·m+ (q X m)· n =O (17) 

Let n0 , . .• , n3 be directional veclurs of C0 , . .• , C3 respectively, such that 
:El\ n¡ =O. Recall that by the definition of directional independence we have that any 
three of n1 's are linearly independcnt. And choose any point p1 e f¡ for i =O, ... , 3. 

a::::::} b By hypothesis, we have that ~P¡ X n1 = 0. Let e= {q + tm} be non-skew 
Lo e1, f 2, f 3 . Using (17), we have that 

3 

=-I [(p,xn,)·m+(qxm)·n,J=O 
1=1 

Then, by (17), t' is al so non-skew to C0. Since any other case is analogous; we may 
conclude that lo' ... ' e3 are semiconcurrent. 

b => e If three ofthe lines meet, the fourth one must pass through the common point. 
Othetwise, semiconcurrence is ea..;;ily contradicted. And the flfSt possibility holds. 

Suppose that f 0 and e1 meet ata point q, say but q E f 2, e3. Let TI be the plane 
through q and f 2• Then, f 3 e TI bccause any line from q to f 2 also meets f 3. Then, e2 
meets f 3 because they are not parallel. We also have that the plane e2 and f 3 generate 
(namely, TI), contains l 0 n e1• Reversing the roles of the pairs, we conclude with the 
second possibility. 

Suppose finally, and generically, that f 0 , •.. , f 3 are pairwise disjoint. 
It is classically known, sec for instance the first chapter of [3], that three lines in 

general position, such as f 1, f 2, f 3, are rules of a unique quadric surface. Think.ing in 
the Projective Closure of (R3 to make things precise, the construction reads as fo1lows. 
For each p E e 1' Jet rr, he the plane through p and f 2• and e he the line through p and 
f 3 n TIP. Observe that eP meets f 1, f 2 and e3, and that {eP }pe e is the set of all such 
lines, which could be parametrized by either of the three Unes. Wen, S~ up e e ep is a 
quadric surface expressed as the union ofthe lines in one of its rulings. By constfuction, 
e1, €2, f 3 e S, so that they must be rules in the other ruling. Semiconcurrence easily 
implies that e0 e S and thus that it belongs to the ruling of f 1, f 2, f 3• 

e => a We must prove that ~Pi x n1 =O. Suppose that {q + tm} is a line which 
is non-skew with f 0 , ••. , f 3• Then, using (17), we have 

(in,]= O 
~=O 
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Thc proof concludes by observing that in either of the cases of (e), there are at least 
three tinearly independent vectors m satisfying the above. Indeed, for each n1 (acting 
as rn) one can easily find an appropriate q, and these suffice by our directional 
independence hypothesís. 

Wíth this proposition in mind, Theorem L stated in Sectíon 1 as our main result, 
bec:omes a simple formal consequence ofTheorems 2 and 3 of Section 2. 

5. lmmobilization of Convex Boáies 

In thls section we briefly analysc sorne necessary conditions for four po:ints to 
immobilizc a 3-dimensional convex body. 

Let K be a convex body in RJ. and let p0 , •..• p3 be points in dK. Assume that 
Po • , . , • p3) immobilize K. 

Suppose thal .f0 •••• , f 3 are normallines to K through Po • .•.• p3 respectively; 
thatis, the orthogonál plane tot 1 throughp1• n, say, is aK-supportingplane. By Lemma 
1, the planes TI¡T defme a tetrahedron T with Po , ... , p3 interior to its faces, and such 
that K e T. Since OT e IJK, thcn p0 , .•. , p, immohilize T. Therefore, Theorem 1 
yields: 

Corollary l. lf p0 , ••. , Po E ilK ímmobiltM tlw convex body K, tlwn ony set of 
normallines to K at Po • ..•• p3 is quadratically dependent. 

Now, letl0 , •.• , .f3 be fixed normallines toK atp0 ., •. ,p3 . Proposition 2 gives 
us three ca.;;¡es to analyze. 

Case 1: (The generic case) If e0 •... , t, are pairwise disjoint, then we may funher 
ímpJy that the po.i.nts p0 , , •. , p3 are regular, that is, they have a unique normallíne to 
K. Indeed, consider the quadric surface S of whlch {0 ••••• €3 are rules, Since it is 
defined by any three of !he lines, then any other line through p"' say, other than e0, is 
nota ru1e of S. Therefore itit) quadratically independent with e~.. e2, ~3• and, according 
to thc corollary, it can not be normal to K. 

With similar arguments to the ones nsed in the gencric case, it is easy to see that 
if we want to immobilize using non-regular ( or 1'comer• poínts). they must be chosen 
very carefully: 

Case 2: If t 0 and f 1 mcct, whíle C2 and C3 rneet elsewhere, then in each pa.ir one 
point may be non-regular. But in this case, lels say that p0 is non~regular. we have that 
C0 and e 1 intersect precisely at p0, and all the normal lines to K at l'o form a '1inear 
interval" in Ú!e plane through f 0 anU 1, (TI¡us, the "comer'' is orthogonál to the plane.) 

Gllse 3: If the four normals are concurrent then at most one point is non·regular~ 
and if this is the case, then that point is the meeting polnt. 
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